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ABSTRACT 
Let G be a nonsingular n x n integer matrix. The structure of C is studied using 
methods from linear systems theory. A group V, c Z", V, E Z “/G En is associated to 
6. A bilinear map (V&&T) + QjZ leads to a duality of V, and VC~ and to the 
concept of dual straight bases. If G-’ is equal to the sum of its principal parts then 
there is a factorization of G which can be considered as the analogue of the 
transformation of a complex pencil ZI - A to Jordan normal form. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The main result of this paper is a factorization result for nonsingular 
integer matrices. As our approach has developed from work on polynomial 
matrices, we briefly review some facts from [3], [7], [8] to indicate the 
direction of our study. 
Let L E Fnx” [z] be a nonsingular polynomial matrix over a field F. The 
polynomial module F”[ z]/LF”[ z] h as an isomorphic image V,_ in F”[ z]. As 
an F-vector space V, has a dimension equal to r := degdet L. The shift S, 
Sv := z. v, v E V,, is a linear operator on V,. Under a suitably defined scalar 
product the spaces V, and V, r are dual. If L has a strictly proper rational 
inverse, then 
L(z) = H(z)(zZ- A)M(z), (1.1) 
where the columns of H E FnXr[z] form a basis of V,, the columns of MT 
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are a dual basis of VLr, and A E F r xr is the matrix of the shift with respect 
to the basis H. The pencil ZZ - A and the polynomial matrix L have the 
same invariant factors. 
It is the purpose of this note to prove a decomposition analogous to (I. I) 
for integer matrices. 
Let GE Znx” be nonsingular. In accordance with our polynomial results, 
we will work with an isomorphic image V, of Z n/Gh “, V, c Z “, and 
establish a duality between the abelian groups V, and VET. We define an 
endomorphism S on V, which corresponds to the shift on V,, S is given on 
the pi-components V,(p,) of V, by 
sq = pivi, 'i E 'C(Pi> 
As the group V, is finite, it does not have elements which are free over Z. 
We will therefore operate with the concept of straight bases of abelian 
p-groups [l], which have much in common with bases of vector spaces. 
The next two sections will contain material from [9] and [lo] on V,, on 
the shift S, and on straight bases. 
2. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION 
The fact that any rational function f E F(z) can be written uniquely as 
the sum of its proper rational and its polynomial part has a parallel in Q. For 
a prime p let w E Q have the padic expansion 
w = a-,p -N+ . . . + a_,p-’ + a, + a,p + f * *, Ojaicp. 
Define 
h,(w) := 5 a_,p-’ 
i=l 
(2.1) 
and 
(2.2) 
We call (2.1) the principal part and (2.2) the residue of w at p. The 
following summation formula holds. 
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LEMMA 2.1 (see [2, p. 3141). Any rational number w has a unique 
decomposition as 
w = zh,(w)+ m, mEZ, 
4 
where the summation is over all prime divisors of the denominator of w. 
If w E Q is given as above we define 
VW := xh,(w). 
9 
(2.3) 
The elements of aQ = { ~TW, w E Q } are a group under the addition 
b + c = r(b + c), and ?rQ = Q (mod 1). We put 
bL:=Cb-1,9 (2.4) 
9 
for the sum of the residues of w. Applying r componentwise, we extend the 
definitions (2.1)-(2.4) to vectors and matrices over Q. 
For an integer matrix M = (mij), we shall write 
if all its entries are bounded by 0 5 m, j < p. A vector e, shaU always be a unit 
vector of appropriate size. 
Let G E Z nxn be nonsingular. We associate to G the abelian group 
Z”/GZ”. Define a map ~:h” + Z” by 
rGh := GnG-‘h, hEZ” 
and put 
Then V, c Z “, V, is a group under the addition 
and 
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For h 1, h, E Z n we occasionally write 
h, = h, (mod 6) 
if ?r,h, = arch,, or equivalently if h, = h, + Gy, y E E”. 
With the concept of state group realizations we can extend the summa- 
tion formula to matrices of rational numbers. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let W E Qsxt be given, and let the primes p,, . . , p, 
occur as divisors of denominators for elements of W. We call a decomposition 
W=C(P-N)-‘B+D (2.5) 
a state group realization of W if P - N, C, B, and D are integer matrices of 
size m X m, s x m, m x t, and s X t respectively such that 
P-N=diag(p,I-N,,...,pJ-Nk), 
OsN,<p, and Ni is nilpotent for i=l,...,k, and C(P-N)-l~nQ”X”’ 
and (P - N)-‘B E vQmXt. The realization (2.5) is called minimal if P - N 
has minimal size. 
In [9] we have shown that any W can be expressed in the form (2.5). A 
more general type of decomposition is covered by the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let a matrix W E QsXt be written as 
W=VG-‘U-t D (2.6) 
such that G E ZnX” is nonsingular and V E ZsX”, U E HnXf, and D E Z’x’. 
Then (2.6) is called a realization of W. (2.6) is called irreducible if the pairs 
i 1 
“v and (G, LJ) are right and left coprime, respectively. 
A realization (2.5) is minimal if and only if it is irreducible. The following 
isomorphism theorem will play a key role in Section 5. 
LEMMA 2.4 [2, 31. Let W = VG-‘U + D be an irreducible realization of 
W. The realization W = I%?’ fi + l? is irreducible if and only if there exists 
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an &morphism f: V, + Vc such that the following diagram commutes: 
The isorrwrphism f is unique. 
The following proposition describes homomorphisms involving V,. 
LEMMA 2.2 [3, 21. 
(a) Let GE 2”“’ and C?E Z”‘” be nonsingular. lf f: V, +Vc is a 
homomorphism, then there exist matrices F, P E Z fix” such that 
and f is given by 
fv = 7T&) v E v,. 
The map f is injective if and only if the pair 
i 1 
F is right coprime, and f is 
surjective if and only if the pair (6, fl) is left coprime. 
(b) For a homomorphism g:V, + 4” there exists a matrix HE Z”‘” 
such that 
gv = THG-‘v, vq. 
The map g is injective if and only if the pair 
i 1 
“, is right coprime. 
(c) For a h omomoTphismh:Z’-*V,thereexistsamat~xU~ZnX’such 
that 
The map h is surjective if and only if the pair (G, U) is left coprime. 
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3. STRAIGHT BASES AND JORDAN BASES 
Henceforth let A be an abelian group of order PI;’ . . . p?k, and let 
A=A(p,)@ ... @A(p,) 
be its primary decomposition such that the A(p,)‘s are the pi-components of 
A. For an element a E A given by 
a=a,+ -*. +a,, ai E AtPi) 
Put 
Sa := pla, + ’ ’ . + p,ak. 
Then S is a nilpotent endomorphism of A, its kernel is the socle of A. 
The concept of a straight basis of an abelian p-group was introduced by 
K. BenabdalIah and K. Honda [l]. We adapt it for finite abelian groups. 
DEFINITION~.~. An m,-tuple Zi =(ui,i,...,ui,,,) of elements of A(pi) is 
called a straight basis of A(p,) if each ai E A(p,) can be expressed uniquely 
as 
n’, 
aj = C cpuipT CpE {OJ )...) pi-l}. (34 
p=l 
We call Z=(Z,,..., 2,) a straight basis of A if each Zi is a straight basis of 
A( pi), i = 1,. . . , k. We define 
k 
strdim A := c mi . 
i=l 
The straight dimension of A is the length of A viewed as a module over H. 
If we regard A as a right H-module, we can write (3.1) as 
a, = zic 
with c=(ci ,..., c,,)r, Ogc<p,. The action of S on Xi, i.e. SZi = 
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(Sai 13”‘> Sai, ,,), can be described by the matrix piZ and also by a nilpotent 
matrix Ni E Hmixmt, 
The matrix Ni is unique if we require 0 $ Ni < pi. For a straight basis 
z = (Z,, . . . , 2,) of A there exist matrices 
P=diag(p,Z,..., p,Z) and N=diag(Ni,...,N,) (3.2) 
such that SZ = ZP = ZN. We call P and N the shijl matrices associated 
to z. 
If m = strdim A, then for two vectors h, h’ E Z” we have Zh = Zh’ if 
and only if h = h’ (mod P - N). We note that each a E A can be written 
uniquely as a = Zu, 0 EVP_N, and that V c, ZU is an isomorphism from 
V P_N onto A. 
LEMMA 3.2. Zf the matrix pZ - N E Z”‘” is in Jordan normal form, 
then 
0 s vpI-,$ < p forall helC”. 
In this case the unit vectors form a straight basis of Vpl_N. 
DEFINITION 3.3. AstraightbasisZ=(Z,,...,Zk)ofAiscalleda.Zordan 
basis if the associated nilpotent shift matrix N with 0 5 Ni -C pi, i = 1,. . . , k, 
is in (lower triangular) Jordan normal form. 
4. DUALITY 
In this section we establish a duality between V, and V,T. As before, 
G E Znx” shall be nonsingular, ]det G] = pyl . . . prk. 
A duality between two groups A and B (see e.g. [5]) is a bijection H % K 
between subgroups H of A and subgroups K of B which reverses inclusions, 
i.e., if Hi % K,, i = 1,2, then H, 2 H, is equivalent to K, c K,. A character 
(in additive notation) of an abelian group A is a homomorphism of A into the 
group TQ. Let A* denote the character group of A. If one pairs a subgroup 
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H of A with the subgroup 
HI= {x:x~A*, x(h)=0 forall ~EH} 
of A*, then H % H ’ is a duality between A and A*. 
We shall show now that (I&)* can be identified with Var. An analogous 
result for polynomial matrices has been proved in [4]. 
THEOREM 4.1. For x E &T and v E V, put 
cp(x, v) := m"G-'v 
and 
cp,(v) := 9)(x, 0). 
Then 
(a) the map ‘p: Vor X V, + r&l is bilinear and rwndegenerate, and 
(b) themap Q:x+ qx is an isomorphism fknn V&T onto (V, ) *. 
Proof (a): Obviously rp is bilinear. We shall show that 
dx,v)=o for all x E V,, (4.1) 
implies v = 0. Note that for h, h’, f E h n and h = h’ (mod G*) we have 
ah*G-‘f= ~rh’*G-‘f. Therefore (4.1) means that rh*G-‘v = 0 for all h E 
n. Then e’GP’u=biEZ, i=l,...,n, implies v=Gb with b= 
(“E, 1 ,..., b,)* E Z” i.e. v = 0 E V,. 
(b): For a fixed r E V,, the map ‘p,: V, + &I is a character of V,. The 
addition ‘p,, + ‘p,, = ‘p,, + xp is well defined. Hence (0: V,T + (V,)* is a homo- 
morphism. As ‘p is nondegenerate its kernel is {O}. Finally I( Vo) * ) = 1 Vol = 
(V~T( implies that cf, is also surjective. n 
What is the adjoint of a map f in Lemma 2.2(a)? 
THEOREM 4.2. Let the map f: V, + Vc be given by fv = rcI%, v E V,, 
such that $G = dF holds. Then the adjoint f * : V& + V,l is given by 
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Proof. For x’ E V& and v E V, we have 
(~(2, j-u) = a(X-rd-lqflv) = ,(CTFG-‘v) 
= T [( T~TF%)T~-I,] = (P(T~cTF%, v) = ‘p( f *J, v). 
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5. DUAL STRAIGHT BASES 
Let A be a finite abelian group with a straight basis Z = (a,, . . . , a,,). 
How are we to associate to Z a straight basis X = (xl,. , . , x,,,)~ of A* such 
that X can be called dual to Z? We regard A* as a left Z-module, and we 
shall always arrange the elements of a straight basis in a column. 
In the case where Z is a Jordan basis the following “natural” definition is 
possible. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let Z = (a,, . . . , a,,,) be a Jordan basis of A such that 
SZ=ZP=ZN, 
where P and N are given by (3.2). Let X = (xi, . . . , x ,,L)T be a straight basis 
of A*. We call B and X dual to each other if 
(xi(uj))_l=6ij, i,j=l,..*, m. (5.1) 
We consider a cyclic group A of order p”’ and show how one can 
construct for a given Jordan basis Z of A a dual one of A*. Obviously B is of 
the form ~=(u,up,...,up”-l ) and A = (u). Define X E A* by X(u) = 
P -m. Then X =(pm-lxr..., px, x)~ is a Jordan basis of A* which is dual 
to 2. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let Z, X and P, N be given as in Definition 5.1. Put 
xiuj := xi(uj) and 
Xl 
xc= 
i 1 ; (q,*..,u*). X* 
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Then (5.1), i.e., (XZ)_, = Z, is equivalent to 
XZ=(P-N)_‘. (54 
Proof. Define the matrix L E ~62~~“’ by L := XC. We assume first that 
(5.1) holds. Let Z = (Z,,. . . , 2,) be partitioned according to (3.2) such that 
SZ, = Z,p, = Z,N,. Write X correspondingly as 
Xl 
xc : ) 11 k? 
and put L,, = X,2,. We first prove that L,, = h,JL,,). For u E A(p,) we 
have ap,k = 0 for some k. Thus rp,kx(a) = x(p,ka) = 0 for all x E A*, which 
means x(e) = &(x(e)). 
We show next that 
L,, = 0 for I*#v. (5.3) 
Consider the expansion L,, = xi, oH,p;i, 0 5 Hi < p,. The condition (5.1) is 
equivalent to H, = 0 for Z.L f v and H, = Z for ZL = v. From 
PL,, = T c Hip;i+u = c H,,,p;’ 
i>O i>O 
(5.4) 
and 
YL,, = T c HiN,*p;’ = c HiN,“p;’ 
iz0 i>O 
(5.5) 
we obtain 
Hi+a = H,N,“. (5.6) 
In particular, H, + 1 = HINe, which in turn implies (5.3). For p = v we obtain 
H a+ 1 = N,*. Hence L,, = (p,Z - NV)-‘. 
We notice that we can drop -rr in (5.5) and infer (5.6) from (5.4) and (5.5) 
only if 0 5 HiNPa < p, holds. This is certainly the case if NV consists of 
nilpotent Jordan blocks. 
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Assume now L =(P - N)-‘. Then L = CPmCi+‘)Ni. If N,, is in Jordan 
form, then 0 5 N,i < p, and (L) _ i = I. n 
For a Jordan basis we have T(P - N)- ’ = (P - N)- ‘, which suggests 
that we use the following condition (5.7) in the case of general straight bases. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let Z = (a,, . . . , a,) be a straight basis of A such that 
SZ=ZP=ZN, andlet X=(x1,..., x,)~ be a straight basis of A*. We call 
Z and X dual to each other if 
X2 = (xi(uj)) = n(P -N) -l. (5.7) 
Any finite abelian group A is isomorphic to a group V, where G is a 
suitable nonsingular integer matrix. Because (Vo) * = V’, the following theo- 
rem contains an existence and uniqueness result for dual straight basis in the 
general case of A and A*. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let GE Znxn be nonsingular, and let the columns of 
ME Znx” form a straight basis of V, such that 
SM=MP=MN, (5.8) 
where P and M are as in (3.2). Then there exists a unique matrix H E Zmx” 
such that the columns of HT fm a straight basis of V& dual to M. 
Proof. Write v E V, as v = MC, c E B”. Because of (5.8) we have 
MC = ~~Mrn,_~ c, and the map f: V,_, +Vo given by f7rp_Nc = T~MC is 
an isomorphism which makes the triangle below commutative: 
The map g : V, + xQ” defined by g := n(P - N)-‘f ’ is a homomorphism. 
By Lemma 2.5(b) there is an H E H m X” such that g = vrHG_ ‘, and we have 
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another commutative triangle 
Because vr(H + UG)G-‘= rHG_’ for any U E Zmx”, one can choose H 
such that vrC~HT = HT. Combining the two triangles, we get 
nHG-‘M=a(P-N)-‘, (5.9) 
which by Definition 5.3 means duality. 
To show that H is unique, we use again Lemma 2.4. Suppose 
n(HiG-‘M) = r(P - N)-‘, i = 1,2. We have the diagram 
where k is an automorphism. The map rCM is sujective, since HG- ‘M is 
an irreducible realization [see Lemma 2.5(c)]. Hence k = id. Now aH,G-’ = 
vrH,G-’ implies Hr = Hl (mod CT). From rC~HiT = HzT, i = 1,2, follows 
H, = H,. n 
6. A FACTORIZATION THEOREM 
For an integer matrix G with G-’ E &lnx” a factorization can be 
obtained which corresponds to a transformation into a Jordan normal form. 
We will show first that there is a relation between minimal realizations of 
G ~ ’ and pairs of dual straight bases of V, and VCI~. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let the columns of M, HT E Z “xn’ be a pair of dual 
straight bases of V,, V,T such that SM = MN = MP and 
mHG-‘M=n(P-N)? (5.9) 
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Letf:V,_,+V, betheisonwrphismdefinedbyf~,_,,,ei=Mei,i=1,...,m. 
Then 
(a) the matrices 
C:=G-‘M(P-N) 
B := (P - N)HG-' 
are integer matrices; 
(b) the inwrse off is given by 
f -I= TTp_& (6.1) 
(c) for a suitable D E B ” Xn 
G-‘=C(P-N)-‘B+D (6.2) 
is a minimal realization. 
Proof. (a): We have v~M(P - N) = 0, or equivalently TG-‘M(P - N) 
= 0. Hence C E Z”‘“. Similarly BE Zmx”. 
(b): We write (5.8) as r(P - N)-‘BM = m(P -N)-‘. Then 
BM=Z+(P-N)U (6.3) 
for some U E Z”‘“. Similarly EZC = Z + V( P - N ). From (6.3) we obtain 
rp_NBMe, = 7~ PpNei. Therefore T~_~B~ = id and (6.1) is proved. As a conse- 
quence of (6.1) we note 
MB=I+GY 
for some Y E Enx”. 
(c): If we take (6.4) into account, then 
(6.4) 
&(P - N) -‘B = rG-‘MB = cC’(Z + GY) = 7iGpl. 
Hence (6.2) holds with a suitable D. Now Me, E V, implies G-‘M E rQnxm. 
Therefore C( P - N ) - ’ E TQS ” x “‘; similarly 
(P - N) -‘B E dJmxn. (6.5) 
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Thus (6.2) is a state group realization. Finally, (6.3) shows that the pair 
(P - N, B) is left coprime. Similarly (’ c”) is right coprime. Hence (6.2) is 
an irreducible realization. n 
In the case of Jordan bases and when mG-’ = G-‘, one can invert (6.2). 
Notethatfor P-Nin Jordanform, m(P-N)-‘=(P-N))‘. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let G E Z nxn be nonsingular such that 
G-’ E vQ”~“. (6.6) 
lf the co1umn.s of M, HT E Znx” form a pair of duul Jordan bases of V,, VG~ 
with associated shij3 matrices P and N, i.e. aHG-‘M = (P - N)-‘, then G 
can be factored as 
G=M(P-N)H. (6.7) 
The invariant factors of G and of P - N are the same. 
Proof. Let M = (M,, . . . , Mk) and Br = (BT,, . . , Bl) be partitioned 
according to (3.2). We have seen in (6.5) that T~_~B = B. Then Lemma 3.2 
implies 0 s B, < pi. Hence 
G-‘MiBi EG~‘V&P~) & Z(Pim)“““. 
Therefore G- ‘MB E dJnxn and rcML3 = MB. The assumption means vCZ 
= 1. Now (6.4) yields MB = I, which is (6.7). n 
We end with some observations on Jordan bases. Transforming a complex 
matrix into Jordan normal form involves concepts such as eigenvectors and 
Jordan chains of generalized eigenvectors. We shall see that these concepts 
have meaningful analognes in the theory of integer matrices. Let us consider 
a matrix A E CmXm, and let M be a matrix which transforms A into Jordan 
normal form, i.e. 
M-?4M = J, (6.8) 
J=diag(X,Z+N,,...,X,Z+N,), (6.9) 
‘0 
1 0 
Ni = 
1 . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
\ 1 0 
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If M=(M1,..., M,) is partitioned according to (6.9), then 
AM,= M,(X,Z + Ni). (6.10) 
The columns of Mi=(mi,,,..., VQ) are called a Jordan chain (of gener- 
alized eigenvectors corresponding to Xi). It is more convenient to use the 
linear pencil ZZ - A to characterize Jordan chains than the matrix A, in order 
to establish a link with integer matrices. In congruity with (6.7), we write 
(6.8) as 
Similarly (6.10) becomes 
(zZ-A)M,=M,[(z+)Z-N,]. (6.11) 
Omitting the subscript i in (6.11), we can say that the vectors (m,, . . . , m,) 
form a Jordan chain if 
(zZ-A)m,=(z-h)m,, 
(zZ-A)m,=(z-X)m,-m,, 
(6.12) 
(zZ - A)m, = (z - X)m, - m,_,. 
Now let the columns of M E k”“” form a Jordan basis of V, such that 
P-N=diag(p,Z-N,,...,p,Z-N,) (6.13) 
and SM = MP = MN. To each elementary divisor p: of G corresponds a 
block piZ - Ni in (6.13). RecaU that 
GC=M(P-N) 
for some C E Znx”. Let CT = (CT,. . . , CT) and M = (M,,. . . , M,) be parti- 
tioned corresponding to (6.13). Then 
GCi = M,(p,Z - Ni), (6.14) 
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which is the analogue to (6.11). As before, we now drop the subscripts in 
(6.14) and write C=(c,,..., cl). Then to each elementary divisor p’ of G 
belongs a chain of vectors m, E Z”, i = 1,. . . , r, which have the following 
property. There are vectors ci E i! “, i = 1,. . . , r, with 
osq<p (6.15) 
such that 
Gc, = pm,, Gc,=pm,-m,,..., Gc, = pm, - m,_,. (6.16) 
If in (6.16) we replace G by ZZ - A and the prime p E h by the prime 
element z - X E C[ z], and if we replace (6.15) by ci E C ” and m, E H n by 
mi E C”[ z], then necessarily ci = mi and we recover the equations (6.12). 
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